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If fish are notes in the river, then the song is never the same, even if the 
water is. Heraclitus was wrong. The current is motion is all. You touch 
a dancer as she pirouettes and she's still the same dancer. So there is a 
song that never gets played because the fish are always swimming in a 
way that rejects notation? If they stopped where they are right now, 
would they configure a song? Are they swimming, therefore, forever 
toward a melody? If so, you could say then that any song is the prescient 
catch of a school of fish at various depths, a quick and natural analogue 
for composition, the trout song, the bass song, the perch song. But the 
mind is the antinomy of a river, says Mr. Tsu. It is not the song beneath 
the surface that the fish suggest, for those songs never exist in time, but 
the fixed clear notes above the surface that are pinned to a sheet, on 
bars. The music we hear is played by musicians who have learned the 
difference between an idea and a score. So, Kepler was wrong also 
about the spheres, and Scriabin about the spectrum, and David about the 
hills. None of these things contain music. Only the mind thinks they do. 
Only the mind would ruin their silence with a symphony. 
